
 
 

 
Abstract— The Smart City being expedient and reliable is safe, 
convenient, cheap, regular, scheduled as well as modern city 
transportation system. The Trans Semarang buses run 
simultaneously on public roads, there is bound to be inaccurate 
arrival time information. Consequently, there is the need for a 
system that can provide adequate and accurate information in 
real time, in the form of monitoring system and passenger 
information. Each bus boasts of a GPS tracker unit, GSM, and a 
micro controller to ascertain the position and measure the speed 
of the bus. The central control unit has a receiver and GUI with a 
real time display that is joined with the shelter unit. Therefore, 
prospective passengers have a firsthand knowledge of the 
movements of the bus in real time, the number of passengers it 
carries and the precise location of the bus. The focus of this 
research is on Trans Semarang Bus Corridor VI UNDIP-UNNES 
department. The needed data is collected on a weekdays. The 
load factor is 37 - 47%, and the average headway is 5-7 minutes. 
The objective of this study is to create a real time monitoring 
system and Passenger Information System at two stops (Elizabeth 
and Kesatrian). 

 
Index Terms— Monitoring System, Passenger Information 

System, Rapid Transit Bus, Smart City. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Semarang’s Smart City program is expected to be a 
metropolitan system of transportation that is fortified with 
the awareness of the environment. These buses are 

expected to be is reliable, safe, comfortable, cheap, well 
organized, scheduled and sophisticated and well-managed [1]. 
According to research, it was found out that public 
transportation in Semarang City currently serves not more 
than 7% of the population. In order to motivate passengers to 
use public transportation (Semarang rapid-transit buses), there 
is the provision of the real time arrival information. This will 
enable the users to plan their departure and arrival time to their 
respective destinations with ease and accuracy. However, this 
good intent faces several challenges since Trans Semarang 
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Buses also ply public roads that other vehicles make use of 
(mixed traffic). This results in a situation where their speed 
cannot be accurately measured, leading to having inaccurate 
arrival time information. 

Therefore, there is an absolute need to have a Monitoring 
System and a Passenger Information System which tend to 
provide the departure schedule information to the users and 
operator, so that users of public means of transportation will 
well-informed so as to easily plan their travel well. Hence, this 
will eventually encourage members of the community to use 
mass public transportation (Semarang rapid-transit buses) 
instead of private cars. By changing the urban transportation 
system, this changes people's journey, with very different risks 
for the future of the city [2]. Furthermore, this will go a long 
way to reduce the volume of vehicles/traffic in Semarang City 
road as well as lessen the usage of non-renewable fossil based 
fuel oil. 

This aim of this study is to build a Monitoring System and 
Passenger Information System for Semarang Rapid-Transit 
Buses Corridor VI for UNDIP-UNNES Direction. Besides 
providing the accurate time arrival/departure information of 
buses, they may also provide a reliable and modern 
transportation infrastructure. Besides, they may also help to 
create ideas that will result into better urban transportation 
system [3] and to accomplish Smart Transportation towards 
Smart City for Indonesian cities, especially Semarang City. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A highly populated city should make use of public mass 
transportation [4], given that population density and city 
transportation are the bases to control the usage of fuel oil. A 
relationship model of transportation system and fuel oil which 
makes use of a Partial Least Square (PLS) reveals that the fuel 
oil consumed by buses has lower influence (0.213) than the 
fuel oil personal vehicles consumed (0.293) because fewer 
people make use of public buses [5-7]. 

The real time Monitoring System and Passenger 
Information System for buses are possible to be put into 
operation by installing GPS on every City Bus. The 
Monitoring System and Passenger Information System are 
separately designed to pinpoint locations of buses in real time. 
Also, they are fortified with GPS tracker unit to gather 
information about the location of buses at the unit control 
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centers. The system of monitoring makes use of web server to 
keep an eye on buses in real time and mobile application for 
buses users [8]. After the research carried out [9], the results 
reveal that it is possible for mass transportation to operate 
successfully if the land use is compact (mix used). The high 
level of land use compactness determines the reduction in fuel 
oil consumption/capita. Enhancing efficient fuel oil usage 
towards viable transportation may be achieved by: changing 
from using personal vehicles to using reliable (equipped with 
the environmental insight, safe, comfortable, cheap, well 
organized and scheduled) and modern public mass 
transportation. Finally, there is the need to reevaluate and 
rearrange routes that overlap [10]. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

This research contains three stages, (1) Preparation stage, 
which includes applying for license and collaborating with the 
Municipal Transportation Department of Semarang and 
Industry Partner, PT. INOVASI CYBER INVESTAMA, 
carrying out field survey to gather the primary data of 
Semarang rapid-transit buses (route, speed, boarding alighting, 
headway, distance between shelters, shelter condition and 
questionnaire) and secondary data (number of vehicles, 
schedule, coordinate, Bus route, number of shelters, shelter 
condition, Bus type), (2) Implementation Stage (analysis on 
the system of Semarang rapid- transit buses), which includes 
designing, making and performing trial of the Monitoring 
System and Passenger Information System, (3) Installation 
and Implementation of Monitoring System to locate Semarang 
rapid-transit buses at the control centers and Passenger 
Information System (at 2 transit points/ shelters which are the 
interconnections of Semarang rapid-transit buses from various 
destinations). The Research Flow Chart may be examined in 
Fig.1 below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1 . Research Flow Chart 
 

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS 

4.1 Condition of rapid transit buses corridor VI 

The route of Rapid Transit Buses (BRT) Corridor VI 
UNDIP-UNNES destination which is an educational way has 
different route in its round trip. The monitoring system is 
installed at the Elizabet and Ksatrian transit points. The sketch 
and research outline may be viewed in Fig.2.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 . Route sketch of corridor VI of Semarang rapid-transit buses 

The average speed is obtained by comparing the travelled 
distance and travel time. Weekdays, short days and holidays 
have various results of speed. With the travelled distance of 
20.1 km, the UNDIP-UNNES route has the travel time on 
weekdays of 83 minutes at day peak with an average speed of 
15.95 km/hour, the travel time on short days of 95 minutes 
with an average speed of 18.97 km/hour and the travel time on 
holidays of 57 minutes with an average speed of 24.53 
km/hour.  

The UNNES-UNDIP route has the travelled distance of 22.3 
km, thus the BRT Corridor VI’s total distance (round trip) is 
42.4 km. The travel time on weekdays is 93 minutes at day 
peak with an average speed of 22.37 km/hour, the travel time 
on short days is 90 minutes with an average speed of 19.45 
km/hour and the travel time on holidays is 84 minutes with an 
average speed of 23.15 km/hour. 

The number of passengers of BRT Corridor VI on 
weekdays, short days and holidays which is calculated at 
morning peak, day peak and afternoon peak may be viewed in 
Fig.3. 

According to the data in Fig.3, the highest number of 
passengers of BRT Corridor VI is on weekdays (Monday to 
Thursday) of 47% with most of the passengers are students. 
The lowest number of passengers is on holidays (Saturday and 
Sunday) of 20%. As one performance parameter of public 
transportation, the load factor is standardized by the Director 
General of Land Transportation of 60% - 80% (0.6 – 0.8) and 
a reserve of ±30% (±0.3) to accommodate possible additional 
passengers. The load factor of Semarang Rapid-Transit Buses 
Corridor VI is 37 - 47%.  The load factor of Semarang Rapid-
Transit Buses is shown in Fig.4 below. 
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Fig.3 . Number of passengers of brt corridor VI 

 

 
 

Fig.4 . Chart of Load Factor of BRT corridor VI Semarang 

The highest average value of load factor is on weekdays 
(1.233) and the load factor on holidays is lower (0.1). The 
factor that causes the load factor value on holidays lower is 
that the route used by BRT Corridor VI is an educational way 
that the students use to go to campus (Monday - Friday), thus 
the load factor on holidays or the number of BRT passengers 
is low. The Buses Headway is averagely 5 to 7 minutes, as 
measured from the interval of consecutive arrival of a Bus 
with the next Bus on the same route. The waiting time of until 
the next Bus is 3 to 7 minutes. Most bus stops are open that it 
feels hot and inconvenience. 2 shelters are in closed condition, 
which are taken as the place for installation of research tools 

in the form of real time Passenger Information System product 
to provide accurate information of arrival and departure 
schedule to safely and more effectively improve public 
services. 

The Monitoring System is placed at the office of Municipal 
Transportation Department of Semarang and the real time 
Passenger Information System will be placed at the Elizabeth 
shelter and Kesatrian shelter. Both shelters take role as the 
transit units that serve Corridor II, III and IV because of its 
strategic location and they are shelters with high demand 
proportion. The shelters condition may be viewed in Fig. 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5. Condition of Elizabeth and Kesatrian shelters of brt corridor VI 

Semarang 

 

 

 

Location of shelter point with high potential demand for 
Corridor VI may be viewed in Fig.6. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 . Location of shelter points with high potential demand for BRT 
corridor VI 

 

This location potentially causes traffic jam on the roads in 
the future. The data of headway, distance between shelters, 
passenger waiting time, shelter location, location of BRT Bus 
Stop and Bus location will be used for the Monitoring System 
and Passenger Information System of Semarang Rapid-Transit 
Buses Corridor VI. 
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4.2 Monitoring system and Passenger information system 

The devices used for the monitoring system and Passenger 
Information System are GPS, Server and Display monitor. The 
system consists of three critical modules:  
1. Bus Unit  

There are one unit of GPS tracker module, one unit of 
GSM modem module and one unit of micro controller 
module which will collect the data of all sensor inputs in 
the form of Bus position, Bus speed and number of 
passengers as well as emergency signal. 

2. Central Control Unit  
This unit receives information from Bus unit in the form 
of position, speed and number of passengers. CCU 
constitutes one unit of receiver module, one unit of micro 
controller and emergency receiver to monitor Bus 
condition in real time. CCU also provides a real time GUI 
monitoring which will be received equivalent to Client-
Side Application.  

3. Client-Side Application 
The client-side application contains a receiver unit and 
GUI/ Monitoring which are displayed in real time at 
each shelter point. The client-side application can be 
directly observed by potential passengers regarding the 
estimated time a Bus will arrive and the capacity of the 
Bus occupied by passengers. 

The Monitoring System and Passenger Information System 
devices of BRT Corridor VI may be viewed in Fig.7. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7. Monitoring system and passenger information system devices 

 
In the Monitoring System and Passenger Information 

System devices, Buses have GPS device installed to send their 
coordinate in the form of latitude and longitude to the main 
server. The server receives signal from satellite, thus it may 
locate the Bus position through the installed GPS. The GPS 

transceiver is in the form of Loggers data, Pullers or Pushers 
data. This device may receive GPS information and regularly 
send the data to the server, and then the server analyzes the 
data it has received. At every point, the server provides the 
location and the whole information it has received, saved and 
managed. 

The server is the intermediary between Bus module and 
user/passenger module. The database consists of real-time 
information such as, Bus route, actual arrival/departure time 
and Bus real time location. The GPS module on the Bus sends 
data in the form of latitude and longitude and then they are 
saved in the computer system. At the same time, a Bus 
user/passenger inputs the source and destination as well as Bus 
number which will be located. User/passenger module’s 
searching results in Bus’s whole routes when the Bus is 
travelling and will search for the range from the 
user/passenger to the Bus’s current location. If the Bus is 
within reach, the searching may also cover the Bus’s inner 
condition and examine that the Bus is active within certain 
range. If the Bus location matches the passenger’s source 
location, the Bus actively calculate the time needed to reach 
the passenger location. In addition, the computer system will 
update the Bus’s latitude and longitude Bus. The GUI/ 
monitoring system will display the Bus’s location and arrival 
time information to the user/passenger. This process repeats 
the cycle for each searching made by a user/passenger. 

The system is operated via a GPS installed on the Bus. First, 
the Receiver receives signal from satellite and then the latitude 
and longitude will be determined. This system employs an 
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL). By using an AVL, The 
Bus’s geographical location may be determined and sent to the 
server remotely. With transmission and GPS mechanism, the 
location may be determined and received via satellite. After 
receiving the location, the tracking information will be sent 
via GSM wireless system. A remote user/passenger may also 
access the Bus data based on Bus availability and 
user/passenger’s destination. The proposed system may inform 
the Bus’s exact location. The tracking/GPS technology is 
useful to track and monitor Bus’s position. 

These systems will provide actual Buses departure and 
arrival information. The Monitoring System and Passenger 
Information System may be an effort to provide a more 
reliable and modern transportation infrastructure. Thus, they 
may help plan a better urban transportation system as well as 
to realize Smart Transportation towards Smart City for 
Indonesian cities, especially Semarang City. 

 
4.3 Monitoring system configuration 

The monitoring system configuration is used to display 
the data of coordinate of Passenger Information System 
pursuant to Fig.8. The system can be monitored via web 
https://.eriset.org/riset/mrt/. 
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Fig.8. Configuration of monitoring system and passenger information system 

 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The Monitoring System and Passenger Information 
System consist of 2 (two) main components, which are: (a) 
transmitter (Bus); (b) receiver, located at Bus shelter and 
center monitoring, consisting of Rapid-Transit Buses, Central 
Control Unit and Client Side Application. These systems will 
be installed at Elizabeth shelter and Kesatrian shelter. In 
addition to their closed condition, which will improve security 
and comfort, both shelters serve as interconnection shelter for 
corridors II, III and IV because of its strategic location and 
they are shelters with high demand proportion. 
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